
8. Make oven-baked French 
fries crisp and delicious

2. Make tasty, pulpy 
sauce truly affordable

9. Put perfect 
spreadability 

in your low-fat 
savory spread 

1. Bring 
indulgent texture 

to low-fat dip

6. Give your Asian 
sauce high clarity 

and shine

5. Add clean label appeal 
to your juicy sausage 

3. Give acidic sauce 
its perfect cling

4. Make every bite  
of quiche fluffy 

7. Increase stability of 
Greek yogurt-based dip

Starch helps you create 
indulgent starters with 

improved processing and 
shelf stability.

12. Create premium soup 
so good, consumers can’t 
believe it came from a mix

13. Give your  
home-style soup all 

the goodness  
of grandma’s  

24. Make perfectly 
textured meatballs  

that are savory  
and delicious 

30. Give cookies a 
craveable chewiness

11. Eliminate eggs in a 
flavorful vegan dressing

21. Make phosphate-free 
chicken firm and juicy

29. Put the “ultra”  
in moist, rich  

chocolate cake

23. Create savory 
meat rubs with real 

staying power 

22. Fortify your chef-
inspired cooking sauce 

with superior heat stability

26. Keep reduced-
sugar frozen desserts 
creamy and indulgent

15. Bring 
amazing 

creaminess to 
dairy-free soup 

25. Deliver an  
oh-so-satisfying pasta 

experience that  
helps maintain healthy 

blood sugar 

31. Make simply  
perfect apple pie

16. Whip up 
reduced-calorie 

dressings that are 
thick and rich

19. Enjoy superior melt 
in imitation cheese

17. Reduce the fat 
in your Alfredo sauce 
while retaining the 

creamy deliciousness

18. Improve 
gluten-free pizza 

so much, it  
outshines the  

real thing 28. Create a flavorful 
fruit spread that carries  

a clean label

10. Make crackers  
irresistibly CRINCHY™ 

20. Create authentic 
ethnic flavor in a 
sauce with a pure 
and simple label

And 31 is just the beginning!

For more innovative ideas,  
let’s come to the table together.
1-866-961-6285 | sp.ingredion.us/31things

Create the textures consumers 
want—in soups, crackers, 

dressings and more.

Add health benefits and 
reduce costs in delicious 
meal components. Starch 

makes it possible!

Deliver traditional goodness  
and a clean label with today’s 

starch solutions.

14. Enhance your gluten-free 
white bread with the heartiness 

that makes the sandwich 

27. Bring old-fashioned 
creaminess to your 

tapioca pudding




